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QUESTION 1

Which two of the following statements are the most accurate with respect to the error handler flow? (Choose Two) 

A. The standard connector error handler flow can help recover from transient errors. 

B. The error handler flow is invoked if the error is not handled elsewhere. 

C. The error handler flow is the recommended way to handle all integration errors. 

D. The standard error handler flow is final and cannot be customized. 

Correct Answer: AB 

 

 

QUESTION 2

Which of the following record types are editable on a production system? 

A. Dynamic System Setting 

B. SOAP Connector 

C. Data Transform 

D. Property 

Correct Answer: A 

 

 

QUESTION 3

A claims application contains two organizational and two application rulesets. The organizational rulesets MyCo and
MyCoInt are configured as Ruleset Validation, where the prerequisite for MyCo is MyCoInt and the prerequisite for
MyCoInt is Pega-ProcessCommander. The two application rulesets Claims and ClaimsInt are configured as Application
Validation. Which of the following statements is false? 

A. Rules in Claims can reference rules in MyCo 

B. Rules in MyCo can reference rules in MyCoInt 

C. Rules in MyCo can reference rules in Claims 

D. Rules in ClaimsInt can reference rules in Claims 

Correct Answer: C 

 



 

QUESTION 4

Select two benefits of using Global Resource Settings. (Choose Two) 

A. Global Resource Settings improves the performance for integration with the external system. 

B. Global Resource Settings allow you to manage settings without needing to unlock rulesets. 

C. Global Resource Settings allow you to manage settings in one place. 

D. Global Resource Settings allow you to define settings for all your different environments in one location. 

Correct Answer: BC 

 

 

QUESTION 5

Which of the following tools is generally used first when analyzing system performance? 

A. Performance Profiler 

B. Performance Analyzer 

C. Clipboard 

D. Database Trace 

Correct Answer: B 

 

 

QUESTION 6

The following rule and record types are invoked to determine the endpoint for a connector. 

1.

 A data page property is referenced. 

2.

 The value is used by the SOAP connector to invoke the service. 

3.

 The SOAP Connector is invoked. 

4.

 The data transform for the data page is executed if the page is not already available on the clipboard. 



5.

 The data transform invokes a utility function to obtain the value of a dynamic system setting. 

Select the order in which these rules and records are executed. 

A. 3, 2, 4, 1, 5 

B. 3, 1, 4, 5, 2 

C. 3, 4, 1, 5, 2 

D. 5, 4, 3, 2, 1 

Correct Answer: B 

 

 

QUESTION 7

What two actions must you perform to create a class join in a report definition? (Choose two.) 

A. Create a prefix for the joined class. 

B. Add an association rule to match key values. 

C. Add a parameter for each property in the class you want to join. 

D. Select the type of match for key values. 

Correct Answer: AB 

Reference: http://myknowpega.com/2017/12/25/report-definition-class-join-declare-index- join-associations- sub-
reports/ 

 

QUESTION 8

Which two fields are required when adding a parameter to a rule? (Choose Two) 

A. Name 

B. Data type 

C. Required 

D. Default value 

Correct Answer: AB 

 

 



QUESTION 9

A Given user interaction takes five seconds. You need to investigate why its taking so long. 

Which tool do you use to start the investigation? 

A. Database Trace 

B. Performance Analyzer (PAL) 

C. Performance Profiler 

D. Pega Log Analyzer (PLA) 

Correct Answer: B 

 

 

QUESTION 10

To reduce training requirements for users, a company wants to utilize the existing front end of their application. 

How can a third-party application use Pega Platform? 

A. By using REST calls from the Pega API 

B. By using database tables for staging the requests 

C. By exposing third-party application services 

D. By using middleware tools in application servers 

Correct Answer: A 

Reference: https://www.pega.com/system/files/resources/2019-04/open-source-a-hybrid- approach-v2.pdf 

 

QUESTION 11

You purchasing application is a decision table with vendor discount codes. You want to delegate the decision table. 

Which ruleset do you save the decision table to allow delegation? 

A. Application 

B. Production 

C. Organization 

D. Integration 

Correct Answer: B 

 



 

QUESTION 12

You want to create a new major version (02) of ruleset ABC. The current major version (01) of ABC includes the
following rules: Rule Type Rule Name Availability New DisputeCharge No Data Transform CopyOrder Withdrawn
Activity UpdateInventory Yes Decision Table CalculateShippingCost Blocked 

Assuming that each listed rule is the highest version of that rule, which two rules are copied to the new version of ABC? 

A. UpdateInventory 

B. CopyOrder 

C. CalculateShippingCost 

D. DisputeCharge 

Correct Answer: AC 
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